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Jerry Barrett:

This is Jerry Barrett talking.

Today's date is March 6 r 1986.

I am interviewing Bill Usery

in his office in Washington, D. C. about the labor relations
at Eastern Airlines.
Bill, why don't you start, by talking about when you
first got involved with Eastern.
Bill Usery:

It was in early summer of 1983. We would

have to do a little research to come up with the exact date.
I got a call from Bill Winpisinger, International
President of the International Association of Machinists.

He

said that he had been talking with Frank Borman, Chief
Executive Officer of Eastern Air Lines.

They both had

concluded that they had to do something to improve the labor
relations at Eastern Air Lines.

In the course of the

conversation with Frank Borman, he suggested that. Frank
Borman might like to talk with me about assisting Eastern in
this endeavor.
Shortly thereafter, I got a call from Colonel Borman,
and he gave me the date that he was going to be in
Washington.

He said that he would like to talk with me.

We

did agree to a date; and I met with Colonel Borman at the
Jefferson Hotel, a few blocks from the office.

He and I

spent several hours together talking about Eastern.
hands, and I told him that I would look forward to

We shook
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assisting him in whatever role I could to see if we could
bring about a better understanding between labor and
management —

especially the IAM and the Eastern management.

He had gone over —

in quite some detail —

the

negotiations which had occurred earlier that year in the
spring of 1983 between the IAM and Eastern Air Lines, which
had become quite bitter.
personalities —

Namely, between the two principal

Colonel Borman and Charlie Bryan, President

of District 100 of the International Association of
Machinists at Eastern Air Lines.
So, we went into great detail to talk about what had
happened.

I had had some conversations earlier with Bob

Harris, the Chairman of the National Mediation Board, about
the negotiations; and I had pretty well kept abreast of the
negotiations that had gone on that spring, even though I was
not directly involved.

It was very disturbing the way

negotiations had gone on and the way they had been handled.
But having no first-hand knowledge, I listened to Colonel
Borman's point of view, and I told him that I would be back
with him in a few days to give him a firm answer as to when I
could come down to Miami and meet with him and other
officials of the company, and in turn, meet with the union
officials.
He was very desirous of my doing it as soon as I
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could, and primarily to meet with Charlie Bryan, that they
may forget as much as they could about the difficulties that
they had had earlier in the Spring.
Colonel Borman also advised me that they had,

in

another couple of months, the Flight Attendants'
negotiations.

The Flight Attendants are affiliated with the

Transport Workers Union.

Their negotiations were about to go

into a thirty-day cooling off period imposed under the
Railway Labor Act by the National Mediation Board.

They were

in mediation at that time; and a mediator by the name of
Harry Bickford was handling their mediation.
Borman was quite concerned about the outcome of those
negotiations and at the time I had been quite busy with other
clients, and several weeks went by before I got back to
Colonel Borman and he got back to me.

He was very anxious

for me to get down to Miami.
In June or July, I went down to Miami and met. with
Colonel Borman and,

in turn, met with Charlie Bryan.

I then

arranged a meeting between Colonel Borman and Charlie Bryan
—

mostly to just talk to them together to see if we could

reach better understandings between them and that we could
proceed to develop and improve their relationship.
As I was saying, I was quite busy and so it was
several weeks before I got back down there, and Colonel
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Borman had called Ken Duberstein by this time because he
needed help and assistance in the upcoming Flight Attendants'
negotiations.

The cost of operating the airline was rising

at such a rapid pace and the loss of business brought on, in
large part, by the conflicts earlier in the year and threat
of a strike and so forth with the Flight Attendants was
playing havoc with the revenue.
As soon as I could get a few days together, I told
him I would be down there.

He was very insistent.

I went

down there in the early part of August; the 30-day cooling
off period was running out on August 15.

After listening to

both sides a little bit in the Flight Attendants
negotiations, and talking to the mediator,

it was obvious

that there was a very serious conflict about to begin.
As a result of the negotiations with the Mechanics
earlier that, year, additional costs and loss of revenue had
occurred. Colonel Borman had gotten the Pilots to agree to
make certain concessions to the Company.

By this time,

it

was perceived by the Pilots that the concessions they had
made, Colonel Borman had taking the concessions and given
them to the International Association of Machinists.
Colonel Borman had apparently told the Pilots earlier
that he was going to stand up to the International
Association of Machinists, and if the Pilots would assist
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him, he was going to even take a strike and fly through the
strike.

He had even gotten the Pilots interested in

supposedly not only doing Pilots work, but assisting in other
work so that they could be successful if the strike occurred.
The Pilots were prepared apparently to assist him in such an
endeavor.
With the end of the cooling-off period coming, and
a threatened strike, by the IAM, Borman found he had only
eleven days of operating cash.

He recognized immediately

that if the IAM called his bluff he would either have to take
a strike or have to give in to what the IAM wanted.

Eleven

days would not give him enough time to be successful in the
strike and he would probably then find himself in bankruptcy
into Chapter 11.
He told me he had been to New York to the various
banks and financial institutions to raise enough cash to
operate during a strike.

But he was not able to get the

banks to go along with him because the banks had pretty much
cut off the money they were letting him borrow.

The carrier

had lost a huge sum of money the year before; and, therefore,
he had no revolving account upon which to draw.
In the final analysis, he had to cave into the
Mechanics and give them what they wanted to prevent a strike.
By doing this, he had made the Pilots mad at him because they
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perceived he had given their money to Charlie Bryan in that
settlement.

Therefore, the Flight Attendants,

bargaining looked back and said,

"Well,

in their

if Mr. Bryan could

get his money, then they wanted their money also." This
really created a dilemma,

I found out, when I arrived there.

The Flight Attendants was the third major
organization to bargain in that round of bargaining.
first week that I was down there,

The

I went over to the Diplomat

Hotel where the AFL-CIO was holding some labor meetings, and
I ran into a newspaper guy that I knew.

He had heard the

news that I was going to assist Eastern Air Lines, and he
wanted to know if I accepted the theory that the financial
difficulties of company were as the company had said, or did
I accept what the unions were saying that it wasn't that bad.
I don't know to this day why I said that. I do not agree with
the company and I do not agree with the unions because I did
not know.
He asked me the next question as to how I was going
to find out.

I said that I was not that shrewd on the high

finance of Eastern Air Lines, so maybe I'd get some
professional people to assist me in ascertaining whether the
company had a serious financial problem or not..

The next,

day, that was printed in the newspaper, which did not
necessarily make Borman delighted that I maybe had not agreed
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with him about, the finances.

But it certainly made the

unions delighted that I had not sided with the company
immediately upon coming down there.
My having that point, of view, which I will discuss
more, led to the appointment or designation of Lazard-Freres
accounting firm to do a quick analysis of the company's
books.

This led to Lazard-Freres being involved later.
In the mean time, we were pursuing the Flight

Attendants' negotiations.

It came close to August. 15.

Mr.

Bryan, President of District 100 of the IAM, and Mr. George
Smith, who at that time was chairman of the Pilots'
organization, the Master Executive Committee.

I met with

both of them; they were now becoming very concerned that,
a strike could put the company under.

They agreed with me

that we should have the Lazard-Freres people look at the
books,

if I would include a group of people that Mr. Bryan

had been using.

A. Breck was one, and for the moment I can't

think of the other gentleman's name.

But these two firms

were put together to look at the company's books quickly and
to reach some conclusions as to what the finances were.
In the meantime, I was able to meet, with Mr. Bryan
and others, and we drew up a letter of understanding among
the three labor organizations.

The three organizations

agreed that if it was proven that the company needed relief,
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we would sit down together and work out whatever was
necessary to insure the financial health and security of
Eastern Air Lines.

There is a letter in the files that

spells that, out clearly.
We worked then for some period of time with that
as the foundation of what we were trying to do, to secure the
financial health of the airline. By achieving that., I
convinced the management that they should make a proposal to
the Flight Attendants that,

in essence, would make the Flight

Attendants whole in that bargaining, which really gave the
Flight Attendants money, but then took back in the 18%.

I

believe, and the facts would be there that the Flight
Attendants, maybe might have gained maybe just, a little bit,
even though the 18% was part of the program.
Those negotiations were settled with the Flight.
Attendants tentatively.

Then we entered into the

negotiations to secure the financial health of the company.
The Flight Attendants ratified their agreement.

There was

quite a bit of acrimony around the Flight Attendants at that
time, but it got worked out.
The head of the Flight. Attendants at that time was a
lady named Patricia Fink, who had a very difficult problem of
arriving at decisions.

But, nevertheless, we finally got

there and an agreement was reached.

The agreement was
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reached with the help of Harry Bickford of the National
Mediation Board, who had had experience in flight attendents'
negotiations.

He came from the Flight Attendants himself

years ago, and had been a flight attendant at Eastern Air
Lines, so he understood the Flight Attendants and their
problems.
Before Lazard-Freres finalized their report, I set up
a series of meetings in the auditorium of Eastern Air Lines.
It was kind of unique in the sense that we had the tables
arranged in such a way that at one table would be the IAM,
at another table would be the Flight Attendants, at another
table would be the Pilots, at another table would be
management negotiating committee, and at another table would
be the advisors.

I stood at a podium and chaired these

meet ings.
The meetings went on for several weeks, with
considerable acrimony, obviously, as to what needed to be,
how much, what caused it, all the other reasons, lot of
negotiations.

Finally we arrived at 18% reduction and

supposedly a pledge for full cooperation between all the
parties.
It finally boiled down to the realization that the
most difficult thing was going to be reaching an agreement
with the International Association of Machinists.

We finally
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got Mr. John Peterpaul, who is a vice-president of the
International Association of Machinists, down to Miami, for a
last stand meeting to try to work out something with the
Machinists which would lead to, we thought, an understanding
with the other unions.
Mr. Peterpaul brought with him Mr. Brian Freeman.
Mr. Brian Freeman was a new entrant into the discussions.
Mr. Brian Freeman, a former employee of the U.S. government
at the Treasury Department., had been involved with putting
together the Lockheed loan that the government worked o n .
Subsequently, he had been involved in the Chrysler loan
guarantee.

He had also done some work with the unions on

CONRAIL and the sale of the railroad.

Mr. Peterpaul knew him

through the latter and he became an advisor to Mr. Peterpaul.
Mr. Bryan also had an advisor, Mr. A. Breck and Mr.
Randy Barber.
parties.

We had numerous advisors to the various

One evening we were seemingly getting no place, and

I suggested to the company that I go over to the District
100's office— Mr. Bryan's office— and meet with Mr. Bryan and
Mr. Peterpaul.

I suggested that I take with me Mr. Fred

Bradley, who is a vice-president of CityBank and who had been
the lead banker at Eastern for many years.

Mr. Bradley was

highly respected and knew Eastern over a long period of time.
I figured that he would be a credible person in talking with
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the unions.

I also suggested that Ray Minella, who was one

of the group from Merrill Lynch, who were investment bankers
to Eastern Air Lines.

He was also credible since Mr. Bryan

knew both Mr. Bradley and Mr. Minella.
We went over to Mr. Bryan's office primarily to see
if we could talk to them about the difficulties of the
carrier, why relief was needed and why the banks, to go ahead
with the covenants, were going to need relief.
talking in the union conference room.

We started

That included myself

Mr. Bradley, Mr. Manilla, Mr. Bryan, Mr. Peterpaul, Mr.
Barber, Mr. Brian Freeman, most of the time, and as I recall,
a couple of people from the union.
The meeting, as I recall, was going to start at
around four o'clock in the afternoon.

We went on in to the

evening and as we discussed more and more it got close to
midnight.

As you will note, there wasn't any real official

from Eastern Air Lines in the meeting.

I was on the phone

numerous times with Colonel Borman, and I kept him appraised
of what was going on.
Along about 2:30 or 3:00 in the morning,

it was

evident that we were going to be able to reach an
understanding with the IA M .

I called Colonel Borman and

Mr. Jack Johnson, who by this time had become the
vice-president for human resources.

After a lot of
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caucusing, Mr. Bryan and I met out in the court-yard of his
office, along with Mr. Peterpaul.

After a lot of very

difficult and hard talk and discussions, we finally arrived
at an understanding of what was to be the 18%.

We were

delighted in arriving at that.
Then the issue came up on the snap-back at the end of
the following year.

This was quite disturbing because no one

had believed that the company would overcome its financial
problems in a year.

We reached what we thought was a firm

commitment and understanding that the letter that, we had
talked about earlier, would insure the financial health and
security of the airline.

It meant just that, and we referred

to it several times, at the end of the next year,

if the

company still needed the money, we would sit down in good
faith and we would renew that.

As we will hear later, that

became impossible to do.
After that understanding that night, we had joint
meetings with the other two organizations and the company,
and we put together the final agreement that was the 18%
program to save the company at that time.
In this whole package, at the recommendation of
Lazard-Freres and others, the concessions, as I recall,
amounted to $300 million.

It was less than the report had

said that the carrier needed, but the carrier was willing to
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accept that primarily based on the good faith that we were
really working towards saving the airline together, and
that's what we needed to d o .
In return for that, the Lazard-Freres people had
recommended that the employees be granted an equity in the
company.

In return for that money, the employees were

granted approximately 1/4 equity based on not just the $360
million, but. the commitment to insure the financial health of
the company, and since it was thought that the employees
having 1/4 of the company, they would have more desire and
interest in the company, and as part owners in the company,
they would be investing in their own company, not only their
jobs but their own company.
It was also agreed that, the major institutions,
namely the IAM, the Flight Attendants, and the Pilots would
have representatives on the Board of Directors.

It was also

agreed that we would continue an involvement program for the
employees so we would get the employees more involved.
we would work together to improve productivity.

And

We would

have monthly meetings to discuss the finances of the company,
and the unions would be given a briefing of the financial
status of the company prior to each of the board meetings.
It also was agreed that the unions would have a
participation and involvement in the business plan of the
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company.

So it was really thought and believed that steps

had been taken to fully ensure that everyone would be a part
of an endeavor to make the airline a solid airline.
Everyone recognized the difficulties that the airline
faced in a deregulated environment.

Where there had been

some acrimony before, we had pretty well set that aside and
things looked very positive for the future, not only for
labor relations.

Everyone was delighted about the outcome,

including the possibility of a new era in labor-management
relations where people sit down together and work out their
problems and particpated in the outcome.
Jerry:

What time of year was it then? Was it already

fall?
WJU:

This was into the fall, 1983.

getting close to November.

This was

We had to have a business plan in

place for the following year in January, and had to have
enough to achieve that business plan for the finaneir1
institutions to go along with the covenants, to keep the
loans in place, and not to recall the loans.
During the following months, there was quite a bit of
an excitement about what we were trying to do.
was ratified by the various unions —
unions.

The endeavor

the IAM and the other

They had promised productivity improvements and to

do some other things to help reduce costs.

The IAM , I think
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pretty much in good faith, set out to do that..

While the

cost savings were not tremendous in the amount of monies, the
main thing was the support and the efforts to try to improve
the airline.
Unfortunately, the Flight Attendants had promised
five percent improvement in productivity, which would give us
more flying time.

They were never really able to achieve

that five percent productivity.

That hurt enormously because

it meant that you had to hire more people as you sought to
expand the operation of the airline.
The Pilots contended that they had already made their
productivity contributions earlier, which,

in fairness to the

Pilots, they had made several concessions; but this was prior
to the '83 thing.
the groups.

That began to not sit well with each of

The Mechanics thought that, the Pilots should put

in more productivity as they had; the Pilots said that they
had all eady given their productivity before the '83 thing;
and that, the Mechanics helped bring the dilemma about.
The Flight Attendants immediately went into an
election campaign in their union.

Pat Fink got defeated, and

Mr. Callahan, the president, came on board..
took the position,

Mr. Callahan

"I didn't make the commitments for the

productivity gains, and I don't know

anything about it.", so

we never got. the productivity gains out of the Flight
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Attendants.

That started, at least, some acrimony between

the unions.

But basically, through the year of 1984, things

seemingly were looking up for the carrier.

While we were not

making money, we were breaking even and doing relatively well
because everyone knew that 1984 was going to be a very
difficult year anyway in the industry.
Then comes the fall of 1984, when the carrier would
be in default again on December 31st if it didn't have a
business plan that the banks could approve that would show
that it could be profitable, or, at least, break even.
In November of 1984, we were looking toward the
calendar year of 1985.

The carrier started in early October

asking the unions to sit down and talk it through, because
we are going to have to continue with the 18 percent in
place.

We felt that with the 18 percent in place we could

operate successfully.

They had drawn up a business plan that

would call for a two percent profit, and anything over two
percent would go into a Profit Sharing fund for the
employees.
in place.
1985.

But the unions refused to let the 18 percent stay
The Pilots' contract, was going to expire in April,

The Flight Attendants' contract was going to expire

also at the end of that, period.
In 1984 —

I am not. sure that I have got the seguence

straight., is what I am saying.
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The Mechanics' contract had already expired at that
time.

Mr. Bryan took a position that, the 18 percent was an

automatic snap-back as of December 31st; and when he took
that position, the other unions took the same position.

So,

all during the months of November and December, we tried to
achieve agreements to keep the 18 percent in place.
Again, there became tremendous acrimony and
accusations which were injurious to the airline because so
many people watch and observe an airline.

Then, of course,

people think there is going to be a strike or acrimony again;
it plays havoc with airline revenue.
The Pilots had a new negotiating committee, and they
had a new MEC Chairman —

an entirely new Pilots' committee.

I should say that the 18 percent that the Pilots ratified.
It required several meetings before they finally did ratify,
it because they were still aggravated over their belief that
Charlie Bryan's demanding money that he couldn't achieve and
the carrier couldn't afford in 1983, had caused the problem.
The new Pilots' Negotiating Committee, chaired by Bob
Brophy.

Brophy had, at one time, been in management; he was

a Captain.

It took some time for us to finally work out an

understanding and a friendship with one another.

Brophy

convinced me that there was no way that the Pilots were going
to enter into any other understanding until they had an
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opportunity to re-negotiate their agreement, which would
expire in the following spring.
There was no way that we could get to the following
spring because the carrier had to have a business plan that
the banks would approve before December 31, 1984.
And Mr. Bryan said that there was going to be a
snap-back of the 18 percent, that the carrier could afford
it; and the carrier was going to put. it into place.

The

carrier said they couldn't, afford it; and, when Mr. Bryan
took that position, the Flight Attendants took the position
and the Pilots said that if the 18 percent were going to be
put back for them, then, obviously,

it goes back for the

Pilots too.
The Carrier —

namely, Mr. Yeoman and Mr. Andreson,

who were financial officers of the company, and Mr. Yeoman,
the senior financial officer of the company —
meeting with the 'ankers.

had been

They finally got an extension

from December 31st to February 28t.h, to give us time to get
contracts into place that would be part of the business plan.
With the extension of 90 days, we went to work to try
to accomplish our task.

During the last week in December,

Colonel Borman wrote a letter to all employees, stating that,
he could not put the 18 percent back, and that he was
withholding it, based on the unions' commitment to the
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financial health of the company.
especially.

This infuriated Mr. Bryan,

It obviously made other employees unhappy.

was seemingly arbitrary.

It

The carrier got very bad publicity.

Colonel Borman was pictured as a person who was not keeping
his word, and was dominating something that, should be a part
of the collective bargaining relationship.
So we went into January, with the extension from the
banks and a very difficult environment.

Finally, about the

third week in January, and again we would have to get. the
exact dates, after several meetings that I had with Mr. Bryan
and others, I agreed to recommend to the company that they
put the 18 percent back in for the month of January, and then
that would "right, the wrong" that had been done by Colonel
Borman by unilaterally keeping it out.

Then we would sit

down and talk about how we could proceed from there.
So the Company did put it in for the month of January
—

which cost, the company $22 million just for the month.

The management bought my recommendation to do that.

Then I

tied my recommendation to the three unions helping to achieve
a business plan.
them.

And I recommended a settlement terms for

After a lot of very heated meetings, primarily at the

Hilton Hotel —

both separately and jointly with individual

unions, and the three unions together —
bought —

pretty much —

the unions

my recommendations as the basis of
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achieving an understanding.

Even though later in the year,

we would still have to negotiate a full agreement with all
three of the unions.
year,

Based on what we would do for that

it was acceptable enough to the banks that, we had a

business plan approved.

So we entered in to these

understandings, and we went into negotiations with the IAM.
The recommendations that I made, of course, are available and
the dates and times that we did them.
In the meantime, we said that we would enter into an
interim agreement with the Pilots —

"interim" meaning until

we could negotiate with them in April.

So, for the moment we

had things resolved, and we were entering into an interim
agreement.

The interim agreement got turned down by the

Pilots and it was re-negotiated and it got turned down again.
It was a very trying period for the first three months of
1985.

In fact, Mr. Gibson and others who were directly

involved in the Pilots' negotiations can fill in a lot more
of the details than I could.

I didn't, sit in on all of the

meetings with the various unions.
The agreement that was entered into with the Flight
Attendants was put out for rat.ification, and it was turned
down.

The interim agreement also got. turned down by the

Pilots, but nevertheless the banks had already given us the
covenant relief for the year.

The people who had assisted
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us —

namely, Mr. Bradley and others, were now, like the rest

of us, embarassed that we had covenants in place, but still
did not have agreements in place.

Those covenants were made

based on our reaching agreements with the unions.
I had convinced myself and subsequently convinced
Colonel Borman that he had to restructure the airline in such
a way because he not be in the center and the focal point of
so much of the controversy.

Instead of his being the

President and Chief Executive Officer, as well as Chairman of
the Board, he should reorganize and make a President of the
Company and bring in some different people.

Then faith and

confidence could be restored in many areas with the unions.
Great damage had been done to this.
It was embarassing for all of us.

I would like to

think it was also embarassing to the unions, too, because a
lot of fanfare had been made earlier in the year before about
this "novel" aapproach and all the other things.
After several weeks of studying a lot of different
plans and discussions with his chief advisors,
Colonel Borman announced a reorganization plan.

including me,
There was a

Dr. Mort Ehrlich who was a Senior Vice President at Eastern
who had emerged as the candidate most likely to become the
President of the airline.

Dr. Ehrlich was very much an

intellectual, and as I saw him, a very bright man.

At the
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same time, I did not see him with the leadership that was
needed to be President of the airline.

But, nevertheless,

Colonel Borman thought that he was the best person.
in confidence, talked with Ehrlich about this.

Borman,

Ehrlich,

in

the meantime, had spent a lot of time lobbying the Board of
Directors at Eastern, because there was great ambition on his
part to be President of the airline.

He was competing with

another Senior Vice President, Russ Ray.

Russ Ray was Senior

Vice President for Marketing.

(end of tape side 1)

The pilots had arranged to have one of their MEC
meetings in New Orleans.
the MEC.

Mr. Larry Schulte was chairman of

Mr. Schulte, by now, had come on as militant, or as

strong, as Mr. Bryan, and,

in fact it appeared he was

determined to be as militant or stronger than Mr. Bryan.

Mr.

Bryan was the focal point of everyone's attention.
(Interruption).
Schulte had become more militant each day, and was
very strong, and was trying to be stronger than Bryan.
Colonel Borman had genuine strong feeling for the Pilots, and
it hurt him greatly that the Pilots had seemingly become mad
at him.
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It all started over the '83 thing, when they thought
he took money and gave it to Bryan.

All during the years

that Colonel Borman had been at Eastern, he had had a very
close working relationship with the Pilots.
him; he respected them.
a test pilot.

They respected

Colonel Borman was a Pilot himself,

He knew as much about airplanes as any of the

rest of them, talked the language, and so forth.

So he was

hurt at the thought that they didn't respect him as they had
in the pa s t .
He was desirous of overcoming that for two reasons:
not only for his own personal reasons, but for Eastern Air
Lines.

And so he called Dr. Ehrlich in.

Dr. Ehrlich was going

over to New Orleans to speak to the union meeting.

Borman

knew that Dr. Ehrlich now had a very good working
relationship with the Pilots.

His working relationship,

I

was convinced, was developed primarily because of his desire
to get along with the Pilots,

it wasn't based on any

decision-making or anything else.

He was saying to a large

degree what the Pilots wanted to hear, and he became their
friend as a result.
Colonel Borman had faith and confidence in Dr.
Ehrlich,

so he called him in just before he went to New

Orleans and told him he had reached a decision and selected
him to become president of the airline.

That was told to Dr.
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Ehrlich in confidence —

recognizing that he was probably

going to tell his friends at the Pilots.
So Ehrlich goes to New Orleans and tells his friends
at the Pilots that he is going to become president of the
airline and how he is going to change all the things and do
the other things.
The following week, I believe, or shortly thereafter,
there were to be Board meetings at which these changes would
be announced as to who would take new positions.

In the

meantime, there was Russ Ray, a Vice-President of Marketing,
and Dr. Ehrlich, both who had key positions in the airline.
But I think that almost everyone would say that their working
relationship was very superficial.
other.

They were jealous of each

They did not keep each other advised in the way that

they should.

When Mr. Ray understood that Dr. Ehrlich might

become president, he, as well as many other people in the
airline, became very upset when it became obvious that
Ehrlich may become president, because Ehrlich was not trusted
by a lot of people.
Now for whatever it was worth, I had supported
Borman.

That was his selection, that was who he wanted, and

that was a decision he had to think over carefully because
that would be the successor to him and if that's what he
wanted, then that's what he should do.
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Joe Leonard was now head of the Maintenance
Operations, and Joe Leonard was a new person to the airline,
and had been there only about a year or thereabouts, having
come to Eastern from Northwest Airlines, and originally
working for American Airlines.

American had been highly

respected its the maintenance operation.

Joe had very

quickly made a name for himself, and he was being considered,
in this case, the number three man.

It would be Borman, then

Dr. Ehrlich, and Joe Leonard.
Before the Board meeting, Colonel Borman had been
talking to a number of people.

As a result, he reversed his

decision on Ehrlich, because Ehrlich was going to create
controversy on the Board and among the entire senior staff.
So he reversed his decision, and decided not. to make Mort
Ehrlich president.

This not only infuriated Mort Ehrlich,

but infuriated the Pilots, who felt that they had been "done
in again" by Borman, because of his relationship with
Ehrlich.
In the meantime, Leonard, had been the third man.

He

moved into kind of "second position," but not as president.
His title was Executive Vice-President for Flight Operations,
along with some other titles.
Director.

I think he was also Airline

I can't remember the title exactly, but it was

similar to Airline Director.
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It was obvious that Dr. Ehrlich was going to be let go
as soon as a plan could be worked out —
gracefully leave.

that, he coud

Shortly thereafter, three or four weeks,

two or three weeks, Dr. Ehrlich was let go.

He negotiated a

severence package for himself, along with some other things.
And what is really ironic is that Russ Ray —
the people so adamantly opposed to Dr. Ehrlich —
President —

one of

becoming

left Eastern on the same day Ehrlich left.

Russ

got an offer to become President of Pacific Southwest
Airlines.

And so it was ironic that they would both leave

almost on the same day —

two individuals who had been so

competitive to become president of the airline.
Dr. Ehrlich's departure was very bitter.
with the Wall Street Journal.

He had met

Among other people, the Wall

Street Journal reporter came to me about it, and asked me
what I knew.

I could not confirm or deny the story.

I was

privy to a lot of information that was very confidential that
I had known in advising Colonel Borman.
In the meantime —

I guess it had been both perceived

and, in reality, I had become a number one advisor to Borman
in a lot of areas.
areas.

Borman relied on me greatly in most

Dr. Ehrlich had reasons to believe, that while I

respected him and his knowledge,
to such a degree.

I was not enamored with him

Apparently, he said to others that I was
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—

in part —

if not totally, responsible for his not. being

made president of the airline.
Nothing was further from the truth.

In fact, I had

supported Dr. Ehrlich to the end in spite of the chaos and
the problems it was going to create.

While he would not. have

been my first choice, when Borman said he was the man, I
supported him.

Ehrlich apparently said that to the Pilots.

I got a very nasty two-line letter from Schulte —
the letter went to Borman —

a copy of

stating that. I had outlived my

usefullness at Eastern Air Lines, that I was not wanted on
airline Pilot's property.

The letter is available.

At first, I couldn't figure out why Schulte would do
that. I realized that it couldn't have been anything with
labor.

As a few days went by, it became evident that Schulte

thought that I had done —

Mort Ehrlich —

his friend in.

That was not true at all.
For several months, I chose not to answe
letter.

Schulte's

Borman, for whatever reason, did not answer it

either because he was trying to get along with the Pilots.
Borman, I guess, still had faith and confidence in me, as did
the other organizations in spite of the suggestion by the
Pilots, that I not have anything to do with them.
So several months went by during which a lot of
negotiations went on with the Pilots in which I was not
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directly involved in.
A very sad, difficult thing happened for the airline.
First of all, the airline was lucky and won a non-stop route
from Miami to London —
years.

something they had been seeking for

The carrier immediately was able to obtain two DC-lOs

to fly the route non-stop.

We got the planes.

lot of money on advertising in London.

We spent a

Lo and behold, the

DC-10 was about the only piece of equipment that the work
rules and pay grades had not been worked out; it was not
worked out in the union contract.

So they had to enter into

negotiations with the Pilots over pay rates for the DC-10
flight.
In the meantime, the interim agreement had been voted
down because it was based on the understanding that if any of
the other unions turned down their agreement, this agreement
would supposedly drop dead, as they said.
The Mechanics turned the agreement down the first
time, then they subsequently ratified it.
that to be a ratified agreement.
Attendents turned theirs down.

The carrier took

Of course, the Flight
The carrier took the position

that the Pilots interim agreement was in effect.
took the position that it was not in effect.
court suit.

The Pilots

So they filed a

They file it in New York State to get some judge

who had ruled on a Pan American case earlier.

So all during
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the summer of 1985, they are in court, and of course, Borman
and Gibson, who is the chief negotiator for the carrier, was
trying to resolve it.

They couldn't find ways to resolve it.

As a result of not being able to resolve the law suit, even
after the carrier gave the Pilots 100% of what they wanted
for the DC-10,

including the 18% that was being withheld, and

given the Pilots all they wanted to fly the London run, the
Pilots held that agreement in hostage, and said that even
though they were given all they wanted, they would not enter
into that agreement, until the interim agreement problem was
satisfied.
To satisfy that, to get out of courts, a new
agreement was reached with the Pilots, which was probably the
most rediculous collective bargaining agreements, or
understandings, that I can remember in all of my experiences.
They entered into an agreement with the Pilots on an interim
basis, which really, now, didn't make any sense as an
interim agreement because the interim agreement was only
supposed to get you from the Fall of 1984 to the Spring of
1985, and now we are already in the Summer of 1985.

So it

was really negotiating a new agreement.
But now the whole thing had gotten to be over
principle.

The Pilots were going to prove that they were

tired of being made second class citizens.

Finally, an
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interim agreement was entered into with the understanding
that we would negotiate a new agreement, but in the meantime,
we give them wage increases the same as the IAM would get
under their agreement if we happen to reach an agreement with
the IAM by those dates.

Those dates went on all during the

period.
Here's a carrier that had an agreement in place
that's already given wage increases that it couldn't afford,
and didn't have an agreement yet.

I was not in any of that,

decision-making process, primarily based on Schulte's letter
to me earlier saying stay off of their property.
As it rolled on, it was obvious that we were headed
for another crisis.
national ALPA people.

I had met a number of times with the
I called up Schulte, and I had lunch

with Schulte and Carl Gableson.

We talked about the Mort

Ehrlich thing and in essense, he was willing to let bygones
be bygones.

So I got back involved then, up to about four

months later to try to see if we could make some sense out of
how we were going to achieve a new agreement, and agreements
this Fall.
By this time, the carrier had decided to ask for
mediation.

Pilots had never been in mediation at Eastern,

and they were very concerned about mediation because they
knew that mediation might be eventually get on the thirty-day
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clock.

They were as concerned about getting on a thirty-day

clock as they were about to strike because of the so-called
Continental episode that happened before.
It became evident in October or November, 1985, that
the carrier was going to be in extreme difficulty, and was
likely to be bankrupt if we did not do something.

The

carrier appealed to the National Mediation Board to get
involved.

There had been no real meetings during the summer

months with the Flight Attendants.

The Transport Workers

Union, the parent organization, hadn't been involved to
amount to anything .
the Flight Attendants.

The contract had been turned down by
The Executive Committee of the Flight

Attendants went against Callahan, who was president, and
after it was turned down, Callahan tried to rejoin them.

So

there was no real leadership and no clear direction all
during the summer.
It. was thought that the best thing to do was to get
into mediation, and as soon as possible, to get on the clock
to see if getting on the clock wouldn't force the hands of
the Transport Workers Union to come to grips with the need
for leadership.

There seemed to be no incentive with the

Flight Attendants to make any agreement, even though they
were working for 18% less they had, by this time.
a law suit themselves.

They filed

Their propaganda was that we are
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going to get their money back anyway, so they didn't have to
make any agreement.
summer that way.

They just continued all through the

That is a difficulty with the Railway Labor

Act, as it applied to Eastern.
Finally, a mediator was assigned.

Finally the

mediation board was convinced that the thirty-day cooling-off
period should start, because by this time, the banks had said
that they would give the company until March 1, no longer, no
ifs, an d s , or buts about it.

Borman had been to New York.

Yeoman had been to New York.

Every place the banks said no,

because what the unions said they would do in the past, they
have not lived up to it.

The bankers felt that the whole

labor relations at Eastern was out of control, and they were
not going to give more money to give to the employees,
because the carrier could not afford it.
Back during the early summer, and again, I was not
that much involved at that time, a decision was arrived at
that they would modify the IAM agreement.

By this time, the

IAM already has a ratified collective bargaining agreement
that called for productivity improvements and that would be
measured, and the people would receive compensation in the
savings of the productivity increases.
Now shortly after this agreement was made,

it became

obvious that this was going to be a thorn in everyone's side.
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The IAM, even if they could achieve productivity
improvements, sufficient to warrant compensation, everybody
else would be irrated because the IAM would be getting money
back for productivity they ought to be doing anyway.
The carrier was at this time, was probably making
more money than it had ever made in the past.
out as a very bad year for Eastern.
into the first quarter,

1985 started

Shortly after it got

it became one of the best years, or

started looking like one of the best years they ever had.
Primarily because of the windfall from the Pan American
strike, Eastern picked up all of that business.
the United strike.

The yield was up.

Then later

The business was up.

Things were good.
Come August, Pan American was back in the air.
United is back in the air.

United started to reduce fares.

People Express and Pan American were trying to get business
back.

Everybody started to reduce fares.

Reductions led to

more reductions, and catastrophic things came upon the
airline, starting in August and on for the rest of the year.
Since Eastern was setting aside the money for the
profit-sharing for the people, at one time I think it was
nearly $130 million that was set aside for profit-sharing.
It looked as if the employees were going to make out pretty
damned good, even on the profit-sharing side.

Even though
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the profit-sharing was set aside,

if the carrier needed it

they could go back and use the money because the profit was
going to be based on the yearly profit, rather than on the
monthly.

Monies were set aside on a monthly basis.
Starting in August, they started using out of the

profit-sharing, and it went from $135 million to 0, using up
all the profit-sharing.

This brought accusations from

Charlie Bryan that the company was intentionally undermining
the business,

intentionally trying to lose money trying to

create a controversy to get the riches.

Most ridiculous, and

sadly that he would arrive at such a conclusion.
these accusations to the Board of Directors.

He made

It was bad

enough that a union official would say that, but as a member
of the Board of Directors,

it is a question as to whether he

could have been held liable for such a statement.

But

nevertheless, no one wanted to persue that.
The Flight Attendants were in the cooling-off period,
which started,

I think, on December 15.

We had to get both

that, cooling-off period completed and the Pilots cooling-off
period completed because we needed agreements before March 1
if we were going to get the relief from the banks.

If

Eastern did not extend the covenants, the carrier would find
itself in technical default.
The thirty-day clock started running.

Finally got a
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little bit of negotiations going.
involved.

I was not. directly

Rollie Pizzaro was the chairman of that company

negotiating committee.

Very little happened.

About ten days before the cooling-off period ended,
when the union would be free to strike, the union announced
to the world that they were not going to strike.

They called

upon the company not to implement the work rules or anything.
They would just work until everybody else decided what
they were going to do.
The carrier had no choice but to implement the work
rules around January 15, I believe it was, or the 16th.
In the meantime, the carrier had demanded mediation with the
Pilots, and I would have to say that the Board moved quite
hastily because the Board, I think, became convinced from the
bankers and others that they would be standing in the way
after March 1 if it still hadn't been released because the
carrier could not really exort to self-help, and therefore
the Board would be responsible for it.
In a short span of time, Walter Wallace, chairman of
the Mediation Board, let it be known that he was going to
release the case on or about January 15, 1986.

We had some

negotiations here in Washington during the Super Bowl weekend
We started on Friday night, went all night Friday, Saturday
night, and Sunday.

We thought we were going to achieve an
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agreement with the Pilots.
bargaining.

It was really some good faith

We broke off on a Sunday night, because an

agreement could not be achieved.
of a Sunday night.

We were put on the clock as

Therefore, somewhere around January 23 or

24, the cooling-off period would run out, and that, was
getting very close to the March 1 deadline, when we would be
in technical default.
Not any negotiations were held in the first two weeks
of the cooling-off period.

Usually that's the way it works,

because once the cooling-off period started, everybody waits
until the pressure builds again.

Even though the Flight

Attendants were flying under the implemented work rules,
their sick leave was running 17 to 18% and they were losing a
lot of crews and a lot of other things.

So the airline was

operating very poorly, which was very bad for the airline
revenue.
The whole concern had been that how were we going to
get the IAM to agree to something they already had in their
contract.

In effect, as we were going into the Pilots

negotiations this was a big issue.

End of first segment.
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Jerry Barrett:

This is Jerry Barrett talking.

Today's date is March 6, 1986.

I am interviewing Bill y/lJsery

in his office in Washington, D . C. about the labor relations
at Eastern Airlines.
Bill, why don't you start by talking about whe-*»e you
first got involved with Eastern.
Bill Usery:

It was in early summer of 1983. We would

have toy' do a little research to come up with the exact date.
I got a call from Bill Winpisinger,

International

President of the International Association of Machinists.

He

said that he had been talking with Frank Borman, Chief
Executive Officer of Eastern Air Lines.

They both had

e )j laboi
concluded that they had to do something to improve they
relations at Eastern Air Lines.

In the course of the

conversation with Frank Borman, he suggested that Frank
Borman might like to talk with me about assisting Eastern in
this endeavor.
Shortly thereafter, I got a call from Colonel Borman,
and he gave me the date that he was going to be in
Washington.
with me.

He said that he would like to -ST+— down— anil, talk

We did agree to a date; and I met with Colonel

Borman at the Jefferson Hotel, a few blocks from the office.
He and I spent several hours together — —— approximately trwu
aftd-fral T L ot-TTS--- ■ talking about Eastern.

We shook hands,

and I told him that I would look forward to
-and* assisting him in whatever role I could -bo— tr~y to see if
we could bring about a better understanding between labor and
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management —

especially the IAM and the Eastern management.

He had gone over —

in quite some detail —

the

negotiations which had occurred earlier that year in the
ring of 1983 between the IAM and Eastern Air Lines, which
had become quite bitter.
personalities —

Namely, between the two principal

Colonel Borman and Charlie Bryan, President

of District lOO of the International Association of
Machinists at Eastern Air Lines.
So, we went irii^rr
in/“great detail t:o table about what had
happened.

I had had some conversations earlier with Bob

Harris, the Chairman of the National Mediation Board, about
the negotiations; and I had pretty well kept abreast of the
negotiations that had gone on that spring, even though I was
not directly involved.

It was very disturbing --- se-ere4trg±y~

--- as— try the way negotiations had gone on and the way they
had been handled.

But having no first-hand knowledge,

I

listened to Colonel Borman^*#eem—h-i-s point of view, and I told
him that I would be back with him in a few days to give him a
firm answer as to when I could come down to Miami and meet
with him and other officials of the company, and in turn,
meet with the union officials.
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He was very desirous of my doing it as soon as I
could, and primarily to meet with Charlie Bryan, that they
may forget as much as they could about the difficulties that
they had had earlier in the Spring.
Colonel Borman also advised me that they had, in
another couple of months, the Flight Attendants'
negotiations.

The Flight Attendants are affiliated with the

Transport Workers Union.

-ftml—irfTat their negotiations were

about to go into a thirty— day cooling off period imposed -bythe Railway Labor Act by the National Mediation Board.

They

were in mediation at that time,* and a mediator by the name of
Harry Bickford was handling their mediation.
o *■^ 4 K
4fe was quite concerned about the outcome of those
negotiations and at the time I had been quite busy with other
clients, and several weeks went by before I got back to
Colonel Borman and he got back to me.

He was very anxious

for me to get down to Miami.
In June or July, I went down to Miami and met with
Colonel Borman and, in turn, met with Charlie Bryan.

I then

arranged a meeting between Colonel Borman and Charlie Bryan
—

mostly to gust talk to them together to see if we could

reach better understandings between them and that we could
proceed to develop and improve their relationship.

Belter

4

un d o r d ta n d ir ig s tiefffggTT'them and~~ t h a t —ue__£j£ULLd—p r o c e ed T V
-d e v e lo p

5TT3 rmpiurve—th e —e e -la r 1 o n sfiip .~

As I was saying, I was quite busy and so it was
several weeks before I got back down there, and Colonel
Kp*!
because. Uc.
Borman had called^Duberstein by this time there neediew help
•r-

k

,

and assistance in the upcoming flight «ttenc^nts
negotiations.

The cost of operating the airline was rising

at such a rapid pace and the loss of business brought on-in
large part by the conflicts earlier in the year and threat of
a strike and so forth with the Flight Attendants— was playing
havoc with the revenue.
As soon as I could get a few days together,
him I would be down there.

He was very insistent.

I told
I went

down there in the early part of August^ and the 30-day cooling
off period was running out on August 15.

After listening to

both sides a little bit in the Flight ^ttendents
negotiations, and talking to

A

mediator,

it was obvious that

there was a very serious conflict about to begin.
As a result of the negotiations with the Mechanics
earlier that year, it had a dded an additional costs and theloss of revenue -during the threats— they had and prior— to •
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tfeo-se- nego-trirgnjotta-, Colonel Borman had gotten the Pilots to
agree to make certain aomm itmeiHs uf- concessions to the
Company.
By this time, it was perceived by the Pilots that
-P_
these concessions they had made, Colonel Borman had taking
the concessions and given them to the International
Association of Machinists.
Colonel Borman had apparently told the Pilots earlier
that he was going to stand up to the International

?HoTr
Association of Machinists, and if the« would assist him, he
was going to even take a strike and fly through the strike.
He had even gotten the Pilots interested in supposedly not
U> k.
only doing Pilots work, but assisting in other«so that they
could be successful if the strike occurred.

The Pilots were

prepared apparently to assist him in such an endeavor.
■#hen the end of the cooling-off period was coming,
and

-fionnaint« threatened w ith « ■strike,— wrth— theo 'r vvv5V'

Fov>vv<i

Mechanics— erf the IAM, fee only— could

£

^

L

Oi\ly

PWU L he^eleven days

u

of operating cash^ a n d /fee recognised immediately that if the
IAM called his bluff

he would either have to take a

strike or have to give in to what the IAM wanted, and— thatrT
\^j o u li K o'»
•»eleven days -was— ge-iH&g-~t'0 give him enough time to be
successful in the strike and he would probably then find
himself in bankruptcy into Chapter 11.
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He told me he had been to New York to the various
banks and financial institutions -to— try to raise enough cash
that— he co-uld iiav?' enough- to operate during a strike.

But he

was not able to get the banks to go along with him because a-ithi-s— timcT the banks had pretty much cut off the money he -yas
letting him borrow.
The carrier had lost a huge sum of money
.
L> D
the year before, a n d ;therefore^ he had no revolving account 9 *
which to wirt-hdeay— from-. cLf-dw,
In the final analysis, he had 'to cave into whart—he
•says to the Mechanics tos give them what they wanted to
prevent a strike.

By doing this, he had »at— only made the

Pilots mad at him because ref—wira-t they perceived as being
their monev^ to Charlie Bryan in that settlement.

Therefore,

the Flight Attendants^, in their bargaining looked back and
M
said, well if Mr. Bryan could get his money, then they
o

wanted their money also.
'I arri v e J W w » u

This really created a dilemma when

w V\ evv X g r r i

.inJ- I found out what was go ing— r m .

The Flight Attendants was the third major
organisation to bargain in that round of bargaining.

The

-the.

first week that I was down there, I went over to

iplomat

Hotel where the AFL-CIO was holding some labor meetings, and

I ran into a newspaper guy that I knew, -when I— wars—-re-gi s tering at— the-des'k') and

M e

had heard the news that I was

gffoing to assist Eastern Air Lines, and he wanted to know if
accepted the theory that the financial difficulties of
ac 
company was as the company had said, or did I accept whe-re
the unions were saying that it wasn't that had.

I don't

know to this day why -1— though t— or 5ncnrh> I said that I do not
agree with the company and I do not agree with the unions
*J,
because I d<fr not know.
He asked me the next question as to how I was going
to find out, arrd I said that I was not that shrewd fln^high
finance of Eastern Air Linesj letM s- get some professional
people to assist me in ascertaining whether the company had a
serious financial problem or not.

The next day, that was

printed in the newspaper, which did not necessarily make
Borman delighted that I maybe had not agreed with him about
the finance^,

** certainly made the unions delighted that

I had not sided with the company immediately upon coming down
there, tn— say=tfeet=tfaere-Trag=a serious financial p roblem-.
d/5CwSJ i^ort
„•That point of view, which I will dene-t«, later, led to
A
A
the appointment or designation of Laz^ard-^eres accounting
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firm «hp— H wrw'ttwirt— bankers— in Haw Ÿoric to -e*»e— i n — and do a
quick analysis of the company1s books, which led to the

Ja t ei* •
Las^ard-ijferes -peep-le being involved

i n —the

futui ei

In the mean time, we were pursuing the Flight
Attendants* negotiations.

It came close to August 15.

Mr.

Bryan, President of District 100 of the IAM, and Mr. George
•Smith, who at that time was chairman of the Pilots*
organisation^-the^ cfiarnnaTi^or theTIEC, the Master Executive
Committee.

I fead met with both of themj -and they were now

becoming very concerned that a strike could put the company
under.

They agreed with me that we yould have the Lassard—

Ftéres people -ta look at the books, if I would include a group
of people that Mr. Bryan had been using, which was A. Breck/^r«
Crr-k
and for the moment I can't think of the other gentleman's
name, But -ft--was two firms we put together to loojc at the
y' e o c k
c. 6 ^ c W s i i K i
company's books quickly and to -make— same- rytuiBHUiuildl iurre as
to what the finances were.
In the meantime,

I was able to meet with Mr. Bryan

rv>-£
and others, and we drew up a letter of understanding -be-tween
ioU,
-r*
0 X 33^
the three, organisations, that the three organisations weeldy
A
Jdhx-,

meet-—t o g e t h e r a n d - we w ou ld si-t-dcma— and— discuss if it was
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proven that thef-iTtarrces we-re— wich— that—

the company needed

relief, we would sit down together and work out whatever was
necessary to— he— done to insure the financial health and
security of Eastern Air Lines.

There is a letter in the

files that spells that out clearly.
CLo
We worked then for some period of time as that he m g
the foundation of what we were trying to do, which was- to
secure the financial health of the airline. By achieving
that, I convinced the management that they should make a
proposal to the Flight Attendants that, in essence, would
make the Flight Attendants whole in that bargaining, which
~ t oo K
really gave the Flight Attendants money, hut then -taking back
-away in the 18%.

I believe, and the facts would be there

that the Flight Attendants, -maybe might have gained maybe
Co

p

9^

.just a little bit, even though the 18% went into— a program.
Those negotiations were settled with the Flight
Attendants tentatively.

Then we entered into the

negotiations to secure the financial health of the company.
The Flight Attendants went ahead and- ratified their
agreement.

There was quite a bit of acrimony around the

Flight Attendants at that time, but it got worked out.
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The head of the Flight Atteuadents at that time was a
lady named Patricia Fink, who had a very difficult problem of
arriving at decisions.

But, nevertheless, we finally got

there and an agreement was reached.

The agreement was

reached with the help of Harry Bickford of the National
Mediation Board, who had had experience in flight attendants
negotiations,

H .

f

came from the Flight Attendents himself

years ago, and had been a flight attendant at Eastern Air
Lines, so he understood the Flight Attendants and their
problems.
Afldr'vLas^ard-lJ&res} before tbwy finalised their
reports the-rr -pre'i'-TnsTnar-y ^epui*t, I set up a series of
meetings,— we— set- up a m ooting in the auditorium of Eastern
Air Lines, and .it was kind of unique in the sense that we had
the tables arranged ij^such a way that at one table would be
the IAM, and at another table would be the Flight Attendents,
•and at another table would be the Pilots, and another table
would be management negotiating committee, and at another
table would be the advisors.

1^ was a podium that I was kxnd

standing at- that we wore kind— of chairing* these meetings.
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t/J
2

The meetings went on for several *mW-‘1I'gge»-. and—Hver-e-

;,7fc considerable

acrimony, obviously, as to what needed to

he, how much, what caused it, all the other reasons, lot of
negotiations, f-ver '?everari— days and weeks-.

Finally we arrived

at 1SX reduction and supposedly a pledge for full cooperation
between all the parties.
J h a ^ n ip p tin g -;

we

had

i-e- d - r f y e r e n t

places

c 0 T T ? C ttV P iy ,

—r- j - o ' i k * \r«o‘‘3 ^ < 0K
Jit finally boiled down, that the most^dif f icult e»e was going
to be t-o— arcfrieve^’l'hX^-igeeminqlv
Association of Machinists.

-- the International

We finally got to Mr. John

Peterpaulj who is a vice-president of the International
Association of Machinists^ down to Miami, and a last stand
meeting to try to work out something with the Machinists
which would lead to, we thought,

itir an understanding with

the other unions.
Mr. Peterpaul brought with him Mr. Brian Freeman.
Wa-3
Mr. Brian Freeman -had been- a new entrant into the
Q.
discussions.
Mr. Brian Freeman^ was formerly a employee of
the U.S. government at the Treasury department, had been
involved with putting together the Lockheed loan that the
government worked on.

Subsequently, Chrysler loan guarantee

S*e.
|VV‘
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sl«r

I t ) « 1'

O

eje*’1'

he had been involved in^,

He also s igrred on— tro do some work

with the unions on C & i M V i and the sale of the railroad.

Hr.

Peterpaul knew him through that— point and he became an
advisor to Mr. Peterpaul.
Mr. Bryan also had an advisor, Mr. Abrafce? and Mr.
fi^Andy Barber.
parties.

We had numerous advisors to the various

One evening we

Seemingly getting no place, and

I suggested to the company that I go over to the District
lOO's officejfHr. Bryan's officex*and meet with Mr. Bryan and
Mr. Peterpaul.

I suggested that I car:rw with me Mr. Fred

Bradley, who is a vice-president of City^-Banfc and who had
been the lead banker at Eastern for many years.

Mr. Bradley

was highly respected and (¡knew Eastern over a long period of
time.

I figured that he would be a credible person in
¿nell4
talking with the unions.
I also suggested
Ray Ma>*Wp«W*a,
who was one of the group from Merrill Lynch, who were
JJ
was
'investment bankers to Eastern Air Lines, t-h*t he werrird also
.fee credible since Mr. Bryan knew both Mr. Bradley and Mr.

„¿sssa.

-and wfee^febeyi-ireffel

We went over to Mr. Bryan's office primarily
cfc

see if we could talk to them about the difficultiesAthe

to
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carrier^ ami why relief was needed and why the banks, to go
ahead with the covenants, was going to need relief,

We

started talking y~ and— the" meet m g -in the union conference room.
myself, and Mr. Bradley, Mr. ItkffiHfj a , Mr. Bryan, Mr.
Peterpaul, Mr. Barber, Mr. Brian Freeman -^hart— crf~ tire— time?— al
most of the time, and;as I recall;t-fesre-i-n- and out a couple
of people from the union.
The meeting, as I recall, was going to start at
around four o'clock in the afternoon.

We went on in to the

evening and as we discussed more and more it got close to
midnight.

As you will note, there wasn't any real official

from Eastern Air Lines in the meeting.

I was on the phone

numerous timejwith Colonel Borman, and I kept him appraised
of what was going on.
Along about 2:30 or 3:00 in the morning, it was
evident that we were going to be able to reach an
understanding with the IAM.

I called Colonel Borman and

■aefcad- h-i-m Mr. Jack Johnson, who by this time had become the
vice-president for human resources.

Atfe, a lot of

caucusing, Mr. Bryan and I m e i ^ t - o ut in what—was—a1
court—yard of his office, along with Mr. Peterpaul,-and a-'-lot
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of very difficult and hard talk and discussions, we finally
arrived at an understanding of what was to be the 18X.

We

were delighted in arriving at that.
9— '

Then the issue came up ever the snap-back at the end
of the following year.

This was quite disturbing because no

one had believed that the company would overcome its
financial problems in a year.

We reached what we thought was

a firm commitment and understanding that the letter that we
had talked about earlier that would insure the financial
health and security of the airline.

It meant just that, and

we referred to it several times, that at the end of the next
year, that if the company still needed the money, we would
sit down in good faith,— as.we— tattred-ab-ovt— then, and we would
renew that.

As we will hear later, that became impossible to

do.
After that understanding that night, we -went -hade
and met and had joint meetings with the other two
organisations and the company, and we put together the final
agreement that was the 18X program to save the company at
that time.
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In this whole package, at the recommendation of
Laz^ard-Bferes and others, the concessions, as I recall,
amounted to $300 million.

It was less than the report had

said that the carrier needed, but the carrier was willing to
accept that primarily based on the good faith that we were
^ o

really working towards saving the airline together, and
that's what we needed to do.
In return for that, the Las^ard-B&res people had
recommended that the employees be granted an equity in the
company.

In return for that money, the employees were

granted approximately 1/4 equity based on not just the $360
million, but the commitment to insure the financial health of
the company, and since it wa$thought that the employees had 1
1/4 of the company, -there would -be— a more desire and interest
in the company, and * lee— they--weul-d—be- part owners in the
company, so they would be investing in their own company, not
only their jobs but their own company.
It was also agreed that the major institutions,
namely the IAM, the Flight Attendants, and the Pilots would
have representatives on the Board of Directors.

It was also

agreed that we would continue an involvement program for the
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employees so +hat- we would get the employees more involved.
f) v\,d
-But we would work together to improve productivity.
We would
have monthly meetings to discuss the finances of the company,
and that the unions would he given a briefing of the
financial status of the company prior to each of the board
meetings.
It also was agreed that the unions would have a
participation and involvement in the business plan of the
company, and ete.

So it was really thought and believed that

steps had been taken to fully insure that everyone would be a
part of an endeavor to make the airline a solid airline.
Everyone recognised the difficulties that the airline
faced in a deregulated environment.

Where there had been

some acrimony before, ve-we-re -pre-t-ty- well— dur-frrg— the- course
we had pretty well set that aside and things
P ov~
Por>
looked very positive as— tr> the future, not only
labor
relations.

Everyone was delighted about the outcome,

including the possibility of a new era in labor—management
relations where people sit down together and work out their
problems and particpated in the outcome.-ef -that—-po-i-nt.
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TP

Jerry:

What time of year was it then?

WJU:

This was into the fall^

close to November.

Was it already fall?

This was getting

We had to have a business plan in place

for the following year in January, and had to have enough -to _
•a&h-reve that business plan for the financial institutions to
go along with the covenants and- to keep the loans in place,
and not
recall the loans.
v\ o'r‘vV'*
The following months^ rodtow-ia^--that there was quite a
bit of an excitement about what we were trying to do.
endeavor was ratified by the various unions —
the other unions.

The

the IAN and

They had promised productivity

improvements and to do some other things to help reduce costs,
and- other things—

The IAN , I think pretty much in good

faith, -went -out and. set out to do that.

While the cost

savings were not tremendous in the amount/ of some- monies,
the main thing was the support and the efforts to try to
improve the airline.
Unfortunately, -w-ith— the ^Plf girt— Al temlant-s^, the Flight
Attendants had promised five percent improvement in — j
J J W

productivity, which would give us more flying time.

-We were
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never really able to achieve that five percent productivity.
That hurt enormously because it meant that you had to hire
<6
more people as you sought to expand the operatrrrn of the air
line .
The Pilots contended that they had already made their
productivity contributions -and--ettvee earlier, which, in
fairness to the Pilots, they had made several concessions;
but this was prior to the '83 thing.
well with each of the groups.

That began to not s^t

The Mechanics thought that the

Pilots should put in more productivity as they had; the
Pilots said that they had already given their productivity
before the *83 thing; and that the Mechanics helped bring the
dilemma about.
The Flight Attendants immediately went into an
election campaign in their union.

Pat Fink got defeated, and

Mr. Callahan, the president, came on board..

Mr. Callahan

took the position, “I didn’t make the commitments for the
productivity gains, and I d o n ’t know

anything about it.", so

we never got the productivity gains out of the Flight
Attendants.

That started, at least, some acrimony between

the unions.

But basically, through the year of 1984, things
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seemingly were looking up for the carrier.

While we were not

making money, we were breaking even and doing relatively well
because everyone knew that 1984 was going to be a very
difficult year anyway in the industry.
Then comes the fall of 1984, when^agsUc, the carrier
would be in default again on December 31st if it didn't have
a business plan that the banks could approve that would show
that it could be at— least profitable, or, at least break even,
vi— he -pru'ftlratrle-»
In November of 1984, we were looking toward the
calendar year of 1985.

The carrier started in early October

asking the unions to sit down and talk it through, because
we are going to have to continue with the 18 percent in
place.

We felt that with the 18 percent in place we could

operate successfully.

They had drawn up a business plan that

would call for a two percent profit, and anything over two
percent would go into a Profit Sharing fund for the
employees.
in place.

But the unions refused to let the 18 percent stay
The Pilots' contract was going to expire in A p r i l ^ ^ S “,

The Flight Attendants' contract was going to expire also at
the end of that period.
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In 1984 —

I am not sure that I have got the sequence

straight, is what I am saying.
The Mechanics' contract had already expired at that
time.

Mr. Bryan took a position that the 18 percent was an

automatic snap-hack as of December 31st; and when he took
pe>s i~f~i6*»/
~t~c>o(\
that, the other unions were talcing the same position.
So,
all during the months of November and December, we tried to
achieve agreements to keep the 18 percent in place.
Again, there became tremendous acrimony and
accusations which were injurious to the air l ine because so
many people watch and observe an airline.-and they— f±y— i-t-.
Then, of course, people think there is going to be a strike
A if /1* t
or acrimony again; it plays havoc with your- revenue.
The Pilots had a new negotiating committee, and they
had a new MEC Chairman —
than the y h a d fegfnrg-.

an entirely new Pilots' committee,

I should say that -even with the 18

percent that - y M E r the Pilots

~f inatty— did-

rati 1

wofrt~

-through several meetings before they fir
because they were still aggravated over
Bryan's demanding money that he couldn't achieve and the
carrier couldn't afford in 1983, -and, therefore-,— that is— what
had caused the problem.
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The new Pilots' Negotiating Committee, chained fay aman by the name of- Bob Brophy, /&* Brophy had, at, one time,
I kc
been in management^ A**- (|^e was a Captain, an-A- >4r took some time
for us to finally work out an understanding and a friendship
with one another, -fairt Brophy convinced me that there was no
way that the Pilots were going to enter into any other
understanding until they had an opportunity to re-negotiate
their agreement, which would be in the following spring.
There was no way that we could get to the following
spring because the carrier had to have a business plan that
the banks would approve before December 31stj ^ 9 S Y .
And Mr. Bryan said that there was going to be a
snap-back of the IS percent, that the carrier could afford
it; and the carrier was going to put it into place.

The

carrier said they couldn't afford it; and, when Mr. Bryan
took that position, the Flight Attendants took the position
and the Pilots said that if the 18 percent were going to be
'the
P/’/ciYjput back for them, then, obviously, it goes back for
too.
The Carrier —

namely, Mr. Yeoman and Mr. Andrejison,
(X/^— 0

who were financial officers of the company, — -“w i'^h Hr.
Yeoman ireirrg- the senior financial officer of the company^.---
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had been meeting with the bankers, and we finally got an
extension from December 31st to February 28th, to give us

k

pOH-f 0 P 're

time to get contracts into place that would -earlrl— f u r —« business plan.

With the extension of 90 days, we went to work to try
to accomplish our task.

During the last week in December,

Colonel Borman wrote a letter to all employees, stating that
he could not put the 18 percent back, and that he was
l_)V\ I0 s
withholding it, based on the,commitment to the financial
health of the company.
especially.

It obviously made other employees unhappy.

was seemingly
publicity.

This infuriated Mr. Bryan,

arbitrary.

It

The carrier got very bad

Colonel Borman was pictured as a person who

was

not keeping his word, and was dominating something that
should be a part of the collective bargaining relationship.
So we went into January, with the extension from the
banks and a very difficult environment.

Finally, about the

third week in January, and again we would have to get the
exact dates, after several meetings that I had with Mr. Bryan
and others, I agreed to recommend to the company that they
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put the 18 percent back in for the month of January, and then
that would "right the wrong" that had been done fay Colonel
Borman by unilaterally keeping it out.

Then we would sit

down and talk about how we could proceed from there.
~fh «
C
So did put it in for the month of January — which
cost the company $22 million just for the month.

The

management bought my recommendation to do that. Then I tied
Kelpies
my recommendation to the three unions that— what we— de to
achieve a business plan.
terms for them.

And I recommended a settlement

After a lot of very heated meetings,

primarily at the Hilton Hotel —

both separately aand jointly*
w e tiad-rm?— 4-iretwe»gn ~the- individual unions and the three
unions together) ;—
—

the unions bought —

pretty much

Gs»

my recommendations on the basis of achieving an
would

have to negotiate a full agreement with all three -ei-^the
unions.

Based on what we would do for that year, it was

acceptable enough to the banks that we had a business plan
approved.

So we entered in to these understandings, and we

went into negotiations with the IAM.

The recommendations

that I made, of course, are available and the dates and
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times that we did them.
In the meantime, we said that we would enter into an
1•
••
interim agreement with the Pilots — interim meaning until we
could negotiate with them in April.

So, for the moment we

had things resolved, and we were entering into an interim
agreement.

The interim agreement got turned down by the

Pilots and it was re—negotiated and it got turned down again.
It was a very trying period for the first three months of
1985.

In fact, Mr. Gibson and others who were directly

involved in the Pilots' negotiations can fill in a lot more
of the details than I could.

I didn't sit in on all of the

meetings with the various unions.
The agreement

that was entered

into with the Flight

Atten d a n t s was put out for ratification,
down.

-S i n ge T h e

the Pilots,

and it was turned

interim agreement also got turned down by

but nevertheless the banks had already given us

the covenant relief for the year, hut T h e
a s s i s t e d us —

namely,

people who had

Hr. Bradley and others, were now,

the rest of us, e mbarassed that we had covenants
but still did not have agreements

in place.

like

in plaice,

Those covenants

were m a d e b ased on our reaching agreements with the unions.
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I had convinced myself and subsequently convinced
Colonel Borman that he had to restructure the airline in such
y\ o'V t» C
a way because he -brad—teen in the center and the focal point

— J

of so much of the controversy, +"hat" “we~ -needed ~t

nstead of

hi^Cbeing the President and Chief Executive Officer, as well
as Chairman of the Board^ ^ " H « t

he should reorganise and

make a President of the Company and bring in some different
people.-and- certrai-n—things~.

hat faith and confidence could

be restored in many areas with the unions.

Great damage had

been done to this.
It was embarassing for all of us.

I would like to

think it was also embarassing to the unions, too, because a
lot of fanfare had been made earlier in the year before about
this “novel" aapproach and all the other things.
After severaal weeks ^-Colonel Borman di-d — after
;o*5
studying a lot of different plans and discusstag with his
chief advisors to some degree-aed-?— n«mely._,.,with me
announce a reorganisation plan.

•6

C o I0* *

Thei'-e was a Dr. Mort Ehrlich

who was a Senior Vice President at Eastern who had emerged as
the candidate a s the person- most likely to become the
President of the airline.

Dr. Ehrlich was very much an

intellectual, and as I -watched" him, a very bright man.
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At the same time, I did not see him with the leadership that
was needed to be President of the airline.

But,

nevertheless, Colonel Borman thought that he was the best
person.
this.

Borman, in confidence, talked with Ehrlich about
Ehrlich, in the meantime, had spent a lot of time

lobbying the Board of Directors at Eastern, because there was
great ambition on his part to be President of the airline.
He was competing with another Senior Vice President, Russ
Ray.

Russ Ray was Senior Vice President for Marketing.
-There was t o b e a P T T o ls '— union meeting antt~ffEC~
(end of tape side

1

)

The pilots had arranged to have one of their MEC
meetings r-w- their union m eet irigs 7 called— thwiT MEC meetings-»
in Hew Orleans.

Mr. Larry Schulte was chairman of the MEC.

Mr. Schulte, by now, had come on as militant, or as strong,
as Mr. Bryan, and, in fact had- appeared he was determined to
be as militant or stronger than Mr. Bryan.

Mr. Bryan was

thejpocal point of everyone's attention.
(Interruption).
I
rwov'C.
Schulte had become -very militant each day, and and
was very strong, and was trying to be stronger than Bryan.
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Colonel Borman had genuine -dea-ine^r~ar strong feeling/ for the
Pilots, and it hurt him greatly that the Pilots had seemingly
become mad at him.
It all started over the '83 thing, when they thought
he took money and gave it to Bryan.

All during the years

that Colonel Borman had been at Eastern, he had had a very
close working relationship with the Pilots.
him^ he respected them.
-otrvi'OTjs±^> a test pilot.

They respected

Colonel Borman was a Pilot himself,
He knew as much about airplanes as

any of the rest of them, talked the language, and so forth.
So he was hurt at the thoughts that they didn’t respect hit
im
as they had in the past,
He was desirous ¿30 overcome that for two reasons:
r

not only for his own personal, but for Eastern Air Lines.
And so he called Dr. Erlich in.

Dr.

ich was going over to
3 o*'
New Orleans to speak to the union meeting, -and knowing, that
Dr. I^Vlich now had a very good working relationship with the
Pilots.

His working relationship, I was convinced, was

developed primarily because of his desire to get along with
the Pilots, it wasn't based on any decision-making or
h)«anything else. jgt was saying to a large degree what the
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Pilots wanted to hear, and he became their friend as a
result.
Colonel Borman had ^ faith and confidence in Dr.
eIVi ich, so he called him in just before he went to New
Tv

Orleans and told him he had reached a decision and selected
him its become president of the airline.

That was told to Dr.

Ehr-1ich in confidence^ recognizing that he was probably going
to tell his friends at the Pilots.
il h
goes to New Orleans and tells his friends at
So

ûrl

the Pilots that he

iS

going to become president of the

iS

airline and how he was going to change all the things awfdo
the other things.
The following week, I believe, or shortly thereafter,
vjpfd,

3-

oS%~ u A i c ^

r

there was to be Jaoard meetings and— utliei things
C&'tt

'ypJ&x. 'tkese
the-

cotuMl

changes^announcedAwho waa -geirrrg-~-b» take the* new positions, and-arr 'forth*. In the meantime, there was R^ss Ray, who was a
A
ju
JL
i
ÜWho
\(ice-president of ¡marketingf^Dr. ift'lich^had the key positions

\l

the airline« jl^ut I think that almost everyone would say
that their working relationship was very superficial.

That.

~~j:hey were jealous of each other, that jthey did not keep each
other advised in the way that they should.

When Hr. Ray
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un derstood that Dr. ¿V lich Wray b ecome president, he became rery upset/ as well as many other people in the airlin^when
it became obvious that I^rlich may become president^ because
¿tlich was not trusted by a lot of people.
Now for whatever it was worth, I had supported Borman,
Ithat ttia-t was his selection, that was who he wanted, and that
was a decision he had to think over carefully because that
would be the successor to him and if that's what he wanted,
then that's what he should do.
-By— the- t ime "the 'j^jai-d'TTïeetin£j~ dame"-oh— also— we— wer-e
g

to -bring -im, give^ a ~new--^frai"tiron to Mr . Joe LeoixartK-

Joe Leonard was now head of the ^naintenance ^¿eratioi£j( a*wl__
Joe Leonard was a new person to the airline, and had been
ÎVUT7«
Cft+Jljp
there only about a year or thereabouts, -had came- from
Northwest Airlines, and originally

for American

f\hJu r

Airlines, wfrrch--wa s^ highly respected in the- maintenance
operation.

He had very quickly made a name for himself, and

he was being considered,

in this case, the number three man.

It would be Borman, then Dr. ifclich, and Joe Leonard.
i"k<.

&

■Btrt— come— time f-OT— tfea Jward meeting^r beiore -tfeah,
Colonel Borman had been talking to a number of people, 4 »
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reversed his decision on

^

1

ich, because B&-lich was going to

pt\
Q
H U W lV€
create controversy «t the ©oard and among hi-e. whole senior

staff* and s .

reversed his decision, and decided not to

make Wort I^rlich president.

Of c t o p * # ^his not only

infuriated Mort liplich, but infuriated the Pilots, who felt
ti
//
that they had been done in again by Borman, because of frit-s ^ C / r relationship with Ehrl ich. and that the offi<
ice
In the meantime, Leonard, had been the third man*
\'
H
moved into kind of -a- second position, but not as president.
His title what- Executive Vice-President for Flight
Operat ions, ^*rr' some other ¿iÎtfs.
"^Director.
similar to

I think

té

„as«4i rline

I can't remiÊer^xactly ^he title, but it was
rector.
^ i r ü n e ^)i.]

It was obvious that Dr. ijjrlich was going to be let go
___

as soon as'plan could be worked out" 7 that Ite
leave.

We*4e~tt out somehow.

gracefully

Shortly thereafter, three or

four weeks, two or three weeks, Dr. ¿V-lich was let go.
fxn' h u rv&tfp.

He

u n ’+l\

negotiated a severance package witltiwRrr—aikd-some other
things.
And what is really ironic iss 1
Russ Rayy one of the
people so adaman u against Dr. B^r1 ich 7 “"becam• '^ír-es ident
3

S)
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was— c

o

i

Ray 'left.

-

y~^nrt—rtrr- the same day that Erlich left, Russ

Russ gol^bn
i|an offer
o3
to become ¿)res ident of Pacific

Southwest Airlines.

And so it was ironic that they would

— — -tu r t i n / jV 'A m j J Ii> uT&G
both leave almost on the same day

had been so

competitive to b^', president of the airline.
Dr. ^plich's departure was very bitter.
with the Wall Street Journal.

He had met

Among other people, the Wall

Street Journal reporter came to me about it, and what I knew,
M l
*
I could not confirm or denyAl was privy to a lot of
information that was very confidential that I had known in
advising Colonel Borman.
In the meantime;-I guess it had been both perceived
and I— §«ess,in reality I had become a number one advisor to
r p w ' " " ' v
Borman in a lot of areas» -ami/most <Mf-~*he areas he seemingly
relied on me g r e a t ly^T^r-"* S^rlich^— s-rnee— he had reasons to

jfckiCh v^U'»\«.
probably know or believe, where I respected him and respected
his knowledge, I was not enamored with him to such a degree.
Apparently, he said to others that I was £ "in part, if not iwr
k/S
’TfrAi
-f ¿v
most, responsible f or *hi» not beingftpre5i'dent of the airline.
V V

V

L l i d

J

t-

I I Q

1»

A

w

a

j

^

Nothing was further from the truth.

In fact, I had

supported Dr. Erlich to the end because of the chaos and the
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£

problems it was going to create.
been my first choice, ttr -start—
the man, I supported that.

vi

:,i

Where he would not have
t h .— that Borman said he was

EV' icl'

He apparently said that to the

I got a very nasty two-line letter from Schulte,-

Pilots,

a copy of the letter went to Borman, that I had outlived my
usefullness

jd U h

Eastern Air Lines^ p ropeoty-T -etrrr-;— etc-.

I was

not wanted on airline Pilot's property, ift-anyvay— frrvolrve
•myself—with -a-i-eiines.

The letter is «round some place with

At first, I couldn't figure out why-tra^ Schulte,
would do that, realizing that it couldn't have been anything
with labor, and as a few days went by, it became evident that
^ ^ f e a ^ t h o u g h t that I had done., his friend in, -thei-e—-fea-endHort Er 1 ich~l.~ uIrte,ìi was not true at all.
-?Ho

BWt'

xr

months, I chose not.answer
ì
So -thefe tore, Jar several
Schulte's letter.

Borman, for whatever reason, did not

answer it. because Borman was trying to get along with the
A
ad faith and confidence
Pilots.
Borman, -I guess, he still had
0/0 6ui~iQ
in mej and the other organizations that.
at_iiad b^pir. suggested
that I not have anything to do with the Pilots, -and the
ilot
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UJ V 1c ^
So several months went by ti*at a-'lot of negotiations
wkick
went on with the Pilots --fefeat I was not directly involved. iA*
-or was netd-i-rectly p*T'ticTD"atTTTg^~~i-u..
rrtrclpalrTTrg-^«i..
thing happened for the airline.

s

IA very sad, difficult

First of all, the airline

was lucky and won a non-stop route from Miami to London*— ——
something they had been seeking for years.

The carrier

immediately wont out and was able to luek i-ly obtain two
DC-lOs to fly the route non-stop.

We

Jt
8

the planes.

spend a lot of money on advertising in London.

We

Lo and

behold, the DC-10 was about the only piece of equipment that
the work rules and pay grades had not been worked out \ it was
not worked out in the union contract.

So they had to enter

into negotiations with the Pilots over pay rates for the
DC— lO flight.
In the meantime, the interim agreement 4iad been voted
down because it was based on.if any of the other unions
v
K
turned down t h e r agreement, this agreement was supposedly
dropped dead, as they said, er othwr
The Mechanics turned the agreement down the first
time, then they subsequently ratified it.
that i~t— was. a ratified agreement.

The carrier took

Of course, the Flight
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Attendents turned theirs down.

The carrier took the position

that the Pilots interim agreement was in effect.
took the position that it was not in effect.
file a court suit.

The Pilots

So they -«je- a«d-

They file it in New York State to get

some judge who had ruled on a Pan American case earlier.

So

all during the summer of 1985, they are in court, and of
course, Borman and Gibson, who is the chief negotiator for
the carrier, was trying to resolve it.
ways to resolve it.

They couldn't find

As a result of not being able to resolve

the law suit, even after the carrier gave the Pilots 100% of
what they wanted for the DC-IO, including the 18% that was
being withheld, and given the Pilots all they wanted to fly
the London run, the Pilots held that agreement in hostage,
and said that even though they were given all they wanted,
9fcoV"
thy would enter into that agreement, until the interim
agreement problem was satisfied.
To satisfy that, to get out of courts, a new
agreement was reached with the Pilots, which was probably the
most rediculous collective bargaining agreements, or
understandings, that I can remember in all of my experiences.
They entered into an agreement with the Pilots on an interim
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¿SdS' 5
agreement, which really, now, that didn't make any sense Tor- 0-0
¿»c.
an interim agreement cause what— you-r-eaily needed-was-~ a-new
A

collective bargaining-agreement-,— because the interim
agreement was only supposed to get you from the Fall of 1984
to the Spring of 1985, and now we are already in the Summer
of 1985.

So it was really negotiating a new agreement.
■ft's t o ^
But now the whole thing had got, over principle.

The

Pilots were going to prove that they were tired of being,—
c it'»^s'.
-what t h e y irhongfrt> made second class when -T h ey were really
weeting tostriRe^:

Finally, an interim agreement was entered

into with the understanding that we would negotiate a new
"fk t ^

.

agreement, but in the meantime, we wild, give you wages
would.
increases the same as the IAH rs— going— be get under their
agreement if we happen to reach an agreement,by those dates.
Those dates went on all during the period.
Here's a carrier that had an agreement in place
that's already given wage increases that it couldn't afford,
and didn't have an agreement yet.

I was not in any of

that decision-making process, primarily based on Schulte's
letter to me earlier,— and— be— B orman-,— with--a— copy to— me-*-,
saying stay off of their property.
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As it rolled on, and it was obvious that we were
headed for another crisis.
the national ALPA people.

I had met a number of times with
I called up Schulte, and I had

lunch with Schulte and Carl Gableson.

We talked about the

Mort Erlich thing and in essense, he was willing to let
bygones be bygones.

So I got back involved then, up to about

four months later to try to see if we could make some sense
out of how we were going to achieve a new agreement, and
agreements this Fall.
By this time, the carrier had decided to ask for
eCh

mediation.

Pilots had never been in mediation -and Eastern,

and they were very f ri gh-bened~about ,— m s very concerned about
mediation because they knew that mediation might be
eventually get on the thirty-day clock.

They were.concerned

G-4

about getting on a thirty-day clock, -***1 they were
CL
about 4P5 strike because of the so-called Continental episode
that happened before.

i 99*

It became evident in October or November that the
A

carrier was going to be in extreme difficulty, and was likely
to be bankrupt if we did not do something,

We appealed,— <rrr'

the- c-arrier di-d,.. to the National Mediation Board.

There had
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been no real meetings during the summer months with the
Flight Attendents.

The Transport Workers Union, the parent

organisation, hadn't been involved to ^mount,anything .

The

contract had been turned down by the Flight Attendents.

The

Executive Committee of the Flight Attendents went against
Callahan, who was president, and after it was turned down,
Callahan tried to rejoin -with- them.

So there was no real

leadership and no clear direction all during the summer.
It was thought that the best thing to do was to get
into mediation, and as soon as possible,.get on the clock to
r

see if getting on the clock wouldn't force the hands of the
’
X

jo

Transport Workers Union an-d the--union weu-irch come to grips a-t
P&r
needing -of leadership.
There seemed to be no incentive with
the Flight Attendents to make any agreement, even though they
7% « v
were working for 18X less they had, by this time, filed a law
suit, themselves-i.

TheL propaganda was that we are going to ge

money back anyway, -so— i-t— doeatrMr—mafce--any— diffeience^ so
.
cl.o k Y'i wo e-</
they didn't have to make any agreement, and they just went
l k £ t
u.'H
all through the summer that way, which is a difficulty of the
otmt

Railway Labor Act, as it applied to Eastern.
Finally, a mediator was assigned, -«p~he— had heerr—
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dbiiiyutra For

TorTg titfte, for mu nth-fa^
t-t— wai
^ finally
¡fTi

eenvinead that it had t-o-c«*»- t-o a-head-y— an-d the mediation
board was convinced that the thirty— day cooling-off period
should start, because by this time, the banks had said that
they would give the company until March 1, no longer, no ifs,
ands, or buts about it.
had been to New York.

Borman had been to New York.
Yeoman
fc,«. C_ CLl/S «■
Every place the banks said no^, what

the unions said they would do in the past, they have not

F e i-f
lived up to it.

ik v t'

cJ<r

The whole labor relations down th ere- i e out

of control, and we—are not going to give more money -th e r e ' to
give to the employees, because the carrier «««not afford it.
In llie iueaiitTTne> track during the early summer, and
again,I was not that much involved at that time, a decision
was arrived at that they would modify the IAM agreement.

By

this time, the IAM already has a ratified collective
bargaining agreement that called for productivity
improvements and that wou id ^be measured, and the people would
receive compensation in the savings of the productivity
increases.
¡JO'+J

tipt shortly after this agreement was made, it became
obvious that this was going to be a thorn in everyone's side.
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/\c I v * 1

V

IA M , even if they could ge-t improvements, sufficient to
C &i»ip£**<?<#/ft*

warrant that, everybody else would be irrated because the IAM
«

getting theirs back for productivity they ought to be

doing anyway.
The carrier wasat this timer »as probably making more
money than it had ever made in the past, a r i t
■i-t had-.

pe rc e i v ed t h a t

1985 started out as a very bad year for Eastern.

Shortly after it got into the first quarter, it became one of
the best years, or started looking like one of the best years
they ever had.

Primarily because of the windfall from the

Pan American strike, Eastern picked up all of that business.
Then later the United strike.
business was up.

The yield was up.

the

Things were good.

Come August, Pan American ¿-s back in the air.

United

\y)

«

back in the air.

United started to reduce fares,and'

People Express, Pan American trying to get business back.
Everybody started to reduce fares.

Reduci

to more

r e d u c P ^ a n d catastrophic things came upon the airline,
Pot
starting in August and on ante the rest of the year.
C

A—

Ia/ W

-A+ true— t±me> -since tlway -were setting aside the money
for the profit-sharing for the people, at one time I think it
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was nearly $130 million that was set aside for
profit-sharing.

It looked as if the employees were going to

make out pretty damned good, even on the profit-sharing side.
Even though the profit-sharing was set aside, if the carrier
-had— to— use it they could go back and use the money because
the profit was going to be based on the. yearly profit, rather
h-OK i

than on the monthly.

S

\aj JiA-i*

We-would- set aside on a monthly basis.

Starting in August, they started using out of the
profit-sharing, and it went from $135 million to 0, using up
all the prof it— s h a r i n g , p t r r n r t " :

This brought

accusations from Charlie Bryan that the company was
intentionally undermining the business 'schedule,
intentionally trying to lose money trying to create a
controversy to get the sw itches .
Suck

Most ridiculous, and sadtjT

<i c c >k c ( o s i e w ,

that he would arrive -at— this. He made these accusations to
X*
the board of directors, wh-i-eh. was bad enough that a union
official would say that, but as a member of the board of
directors, it is a question as to whether he could have been
held liable for such a statement, •s-««:e—the~ b"ogrrd~Trf-~
-di-rer:-terror

But nevertheless, no one wanted to persue that.
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Uj Oa j z
The Flight Attendenti,— being- in-th e- cooling-off
Ufi.
period^arfrfch. started, I think, on December 15, you had to
c.0 >~>pIe'fe d
get both that cooling-off period 4* and the Pilots

c o

pI

e4

-ft-«i ® 'i

cooling—off period 4n because y r«x ,w e re going -to h a v e t o ~ h a v e -

if*

agreements before March 1 r— w
get the relief -

f

«

m

-

"

you- -weee*rHr going to -he able to
t

h

e

f

r

o

m

the banks

-thatryou- needed to extend the covenants and yoe find yourself
in technical default.
The thirty— day clock started running.
little bit of negotiations going.

Finally got a

I was not directly

involved,-with the little bit of negotiationi,— th-f-s— yuy by—t-fee
C o ^ P o ^ y

name of Rollie Pizzaro was the chairman of that^negotiating
committee.

Very little happened.

About ten days before the cooling-off period wasended,-and- the union would be free to strike, the union
announced to the world that they were not going to strike.
They called upon the company not to implement the work rulesy{
wip— anything..' They would just wor
until March 1 -t-i11-.
6 'y
everybody else decided what everybody was going to do.
The carrier had no choice but to implement the work
rules around January 15, I believe it was, or the 16th,
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someth i n o l n there-.

In the meantime, the carrier had

demanded fpwt-'the M ediation Service- mediation -ffom- the
Pilots, and I would have to say that hoard moved quite
hastily because the Eoard, I think, became convinced from the
bankers and others that they would be standing in the way
after March 1 if it still hadn't been released because the
carrier could not really exort to self-help, and therefore
■R 04 ^
would be responsible for it.
-A-lmost
. * 2in
» a short span of time, Walter Wallace,
chairman of the /mediation foard, let it be known that he was
11#^'
going to release the case on or about January 15^ We had
some negotiations here in Washingtonr vhatsver veik it
d o r iV\s
i-t- wa-s^the Super Bowl weekend, here. We started on friday
night, went all night Friday *Ht-gh+, Saturday nighty Sunday.
We thought we were going to achieve an agreement with the
Pilots.

It was really some good faith bargaining.

We broke

off on a Sunday night, because an agreement could not be
achieved.

We were put on the clock as of a Sunday night,— and—

TKeh eFor

thT^W7nifai=---p-u* «c somewhere around January 23 or

— f-k-4.
24, Frefhxre- khafc cooling-off period would run out, and that
i^Le *

was getting very close to the March 1 deadline,— -and we would
be in technical default.
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Hot any negotiations were held in the first two weeks
Ju/t" U j-i
of the cooling-off period.
Usually that's the way anyways-,
$Tof'l'ec/,
because no-w that we -are— rn the cooling-off period^ everybody
wild: waits until the pressure builds again.

Even

though the Flight Attendents were flying under the
implemented work rules, theXsick leave was running 17 to 18%
and they were losing a lot of crews and a lot of other
things.

So the airline was operating very poorlyi— because ut

■that which was very bad on the airline -ei-so for revenue.
The whole concern had been that how were we going to
get the IAM to agree to something they already had in their
contract.

In effect, as we were going into the Pilots

negotiations this was a big issue.

End of first segment.

